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Information Contained in this Presentation
This presentation is a summary description of NexGen Energy Ltd. (“NexGen” or the “Company”) and its business and does not purport to be complete. This presentation is not, and in no circumstances is to be
construed as a prospectus, advertisement or a public offering of securities. No securities regulatory authority or similar authority has reviewed or in any way passed upon the document or the merits of the Company’s
securities and any representation to the contrary is an offence.
Except where otherwise indicated, the information contained in this presentation has been prepared by NexGen and there is no representation or warranty by NexGen or any other person as to the accuracy or
completeness of the information set forth herein. This presentation includes information on adjacent properties that was obtained from various publicly available sources referred to herein and the accuracy and
completeness of such information has not been verified by NexGen. Except as otherwise stated, information included in this presentation is given as of the date hereof. The delivery of this presentation shall not
imply that the information herein is correct as of any date after the date hereof.
Forward-Looking Information
The information contained herein contains “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of the United States Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 and “forward-looking information” within the
meaning of applicable Canadian securities legislation. “Forward-looking information” includes, but is not limited to, statements with respect to the activities, events or developments that the Company expects or
anticipates will or may occur in the future, including, without limitation, the completion of the technical report in support of the PEA. Generally, but not always, forward-looking information and statements can be
identified by the use of words such as “plans”, “expects”, “is expected”, “budget”, “scheduled”, “estimates”, “forecasts”, “intends”, “anticipates”, or “believes” or the negative connotation thereof or variations of such
words and phrases or state that certain actions, events or results “may”, “could”, “would”, “might” or “will be taken”, “occur” or “be achieved” or the negative connotation thereof.
Forward-looking information and statements are based on the then current expectations, beliefs, assumptions, estimates and forecasts about NexGen’s business and the industry and markets in which it operates.
Forward-looking information and statements are made based upon numerous assumptions, including among others, the results of planned exploration activities are as anticipated, the price of uranium, the cost of
planned exploration activities, that financing will be available if and when needed and on reasonable terms, that third party contractors, equipment, supplies and governmental and other approvals required to
conduct NexGen’s planned exploration activities will be available on reasonable terms and in a timely manner and that general business and economic conditions will not change in a material adverse manner.
Although the assumptions made by the Company in providing forward-looking information or making forward-looking statements are considered reasonable by management at the time, there can be no assurance
that such assumptions will prove to be accurate.
Forward-looking information and statements also involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties and other factors, which may cause actual results, performances and achievements of NexGen to differ materially
from any projections of results, performances and achievements of NexGen expressed or implied by such forward-looking information or statements, including, among others, negative operating cash flow and
dependence on third party financing, uncertainty of the availability of additional financing, the risk that pending assay results will not confirm previously announced preliminary results, imprecision of mineral resource
estimates, the appeal of alternate sources of energy and sustained low uranium prices, aboriginal title and consultation issues, exploration risks, reliance upon key management and other personnel, deficiencies in the
Company’s title to its properties, uninsurable risks, failure to manage conflicts of interest, failure to obtain or maintain required permits and licenses, changes in laws, regulations and policy, competition for resources
and financing, or other approvals, and other factors discussed or referred to in the Company’s Annual Information Form dated March 31, 2017 under “Risk Factors”.
Although the Company has attempted to identify important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those contained in the forward-looking information or implied by forward-looking
information, there may be other factors that cause results not to be as anticipated, estimated or intended.
There can be no assurance that forward-looking information and statements will prove to be accurate, as actual results and future events could differ materially from those anticipated, estimated or intended.
Accordingly, readers should not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements or information. The Company undertakes no obligation to update or reissue forward-looking information as a result of new
information or events except as required by applicable securities laws.
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Background
NexGen Energy
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• Canadian uranium
exploration and
development company
• 380 km2 mineral lease
• Focused in the Southwest
Athabasca Basin
• Operations headquarters
in Saskatoon

• Rook I
• Flagship property
• Patterson Lake area
• 150 km north of La Loche
600 km north of Saskatoon

Background
Rook I
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• Exploration since 2012
• Air and land-based
• >300,000 m drilled

• Supported by advanced
exploration camp
• Arrow deposit
• Discovered in 2014

Background
Arrow Deposit
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• Location

• North of existing camp
• 14 km east of Highway 955

• Basement hosted deposit
• Entirely within crystalline
basement rock

• Land-based

• Remains open at strike and
depth

Arrow Deposit
Setting

Arrow Deposit
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Arrow Deposit
Results to Date
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• Largest undeveloped uranium
deposit in Saskatchewan
• Evaluating technical, economic &
environmental feasibility
• PEA (July 2017)
• PFS (Q4 2018)

• Strong potential for mine and mill
development

Rook I
Project Development
• Mine

• Conventional long-hole stope, drill & blast
• Shaft access
• 1,200 – 1,500 tonnes per day

• Mill

• Conventional mill w/ acid strip
• 29 million lbs U3O8 per year
• 15 year mine life

• Small surface footprint
• 132 hectares

• Novel approach to processing and disposing mill waste streams
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Arrow Deposit
Mill Solid Waste Management
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• Mill solid waste streams
• Neutralized leaching residues
• Gypsum residues
• Water treatment precipitates

• Paste plant processing
• Wastes processed into cemented
paste within the mill
• Mixed with binders and water
• Engineered to meet prescribed
criteria for strength, rheology, and
stability

Cemented Paste Backfill
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Alternative Uranium Tailings Management
• Mine waste return via pipeline
• Pumped underground

• Storage options
• Stope backfill
• Utilization of cemented paste backfill in
mined-out stopes to support on-going
operations

• Underground Processed Waste
Management Facility
• Purpose-built, dedicated processed
waste management facility

Cemented Paste Backfill
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Alternative Uranium Tailings Management
• Proven approach
• Well understood, broadly used in other mining sectors
• Technology readily available and demonstrated

• Integration with operations
• Structural support for mining operations
• Return residual solid waste back underground

• Environmental performance
•
•
•
•

Reduced surface footprint
Reduced potential contaminant mobility
No long-term management of surface facility
Allows for progressive decommissioning of process waste during
operation

Cemented Paste Backfill
Pilot-Scale Characterization Study
• Evaluation of technical feasibility
• Proof-of-concept
• Incorporated into metallurgical test-work

• Designed and directed by subject matter experts
• Wood Canada Limited
• Saskatchewan Research Council

• Study lead
• Corina-Maria Aldea, PhD, P. Eng, FACI
• Test program development, paste backfill design and oversight

• Laboratory testing leads
• Jack Zheng PhD, P. Eng & Tim Oleniuk P. Eng
• Paste backfill preparation and testing
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Cemented Paste Backfill
Study Objectives
• Neutralized leach residues

• Physical: establish ability to form a stable, competent, and
pumpable paste
• Chemical: evaluate acid generating potential and chemical
compatibility with the additives

• Cemented Paste backfill
•
•
•
•

Identify suitable binders
Identify appropriate mix design
Evaluate suitability of using process water in the paste mix
Evaluate paste pumpability, in-situ strength, long-term durability
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Cemented Paste Backfill
Study Criteria
Category
General
Criteria

Property
Paste Pumpability/
Mix Design

Paste Pumpability
Project-specific 28 day Unconfined
Targets
Compressive
Strength
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Description

Value

Unit

% Fines (<20 µm)

15 – 20

%

Slump
High-strength backfill
Regular strength backfill
Low strength backfill

203 - 229
1.5
1
0.5

mm
MPa
MPa
MPa

Cemented Paste Backfill
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Methodology: Neutralized Leach Residues
• Sample preparation
• Sample collection
• Neutralized washed residues from pilot-scale leaching circuit
• Decanted and dried to ~80% - 85% solids

• Process water characterization
• Collected and analyzed to evaluate suitability for use in paste mix (potential to reduce
freshwater consumption)

• Testing
• Physical
• Sieve analysis, laser particle diffraction, specific gravity

• Chemical
• Full chemical analysis, acid-base accounting

• Mineralogical
• X-ray diffraction

Cemented Paste Backfill
Methodology: Paste
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• Paste mix preparation
• Laboratory scale batches
• Portland cement & granulated blast furnace slag used as binders

Ingredient
Dry Tailings
Process water
Portland Cement
Slag

Unit
%
%
%
%

MO
71
29
0
0

M1
62
34
4
0

M2
61
34
5
0

M3
59
34
7
0

M4
61
35
2
2

M5
62
33
2.5
2.5

• Testing
• Rheology
• Cylinder and cone slump, slump flows, shear rate, shear stress, viscosity

• Strength
• Unconfined compressive strength
• 7, 14, 28, 56, 90 day aging tests

M6
61
32
3.5
3.5

Cemented Paste Backfill
Study Results: Particle Distribution

Figure credit: Wood Canada

45 %
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Cemented Paste Backfill
Study Results: Slump

Photo credit: Wood Canada
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MO

MO

M6

M6

Cemented Paste Backfill
Study Results: Strength
M1

M2

M3

M4
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M5

M6

3.00

2.50

UCS (MPa)

2.00

1.50

1.00

High strength
Regular strength
Low strength

0.50

0.00

7

14

28

Age (Days)

56

90

Figure credit: Wood Canada

Cemented Paste Backfill
Study Conclusions: Leach Residues
• Creation of a stable, competent, and pumpable
paste

• Workable paste product can be achieved using neutralized
leaching residues
• High fines content requires additional consideration

• Chemically compatibility with the additives

• No adverse or unexpected chemical reactions with Portland
cement or slag
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Cemented Paste Backfill
Study Conclusions: Paste Backfill
• Optimal mix design

• ~30% water
• ~60% neutralized leach residues
• ~5 – 7% binder

• Process water as a component of the paste mix
• No impact on condition or quality of paste product

• Paste pumpability

• Established pumpability of paste product
• Ideal moisture content identified, evaluate options for fines fraction

• Strength of paste

• High strength achieved
• Incorporation of binders to meet strength specifications
• Strength increases during the setting period
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Cemented Paste Backfill
Next Steps
• Paste mix design
• Investigate local binder sources
• Optimize binder dosage rates

• Other process waste streams
• Gypsum residues
• Water treatment precipitates

• Processed waste product characterization
• Radiological properties
• Long-term leaching potential

• Paste plant, transfer and storage
• Design consideration and plant capacity, pump and transfer system,
placement strategy and design
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Questions
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